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An Example of Effectiveness Ascertainment using a Fish Reef Effect
Diagnostic System
Junji Kuwamoto*
The “fish reef effect diagnostic system (model involving joint use with a fish reef ledge)” whose
effectiveness is advocated by the author is a system that can quantitatively ascertain fish reef effects while
avoiding many problems that plague the existing sample ship survey method, and particularly the daily
operational record method. Today, three years after development, the author finally feels that completion
of a “prototype for the optimal system for quantitatively and efficiently ascertaining the operational and
fish-catching conditions of artificial fish reefs” has been achieved.
Thus far, a total of seven versions of the system (including the version currently in operation) have been
developed since the first tests were hold in fiscal 2009. Of these, “Japanese butterfish barrel release” off of
the eastern coast of Tsushima City was selected as a representative example. The following is a detailed
report on the results that were achieved.
The system can more accurately read the circumstances of operational conditions and economic effect
because it can calculate items that were extremely difficult to ascertain previouslyѸnamely, amounts
landed for each fish type, the monetary values of those amounts, times of operation, CPUE, and detailed
operational range for each fish reef. This means it can effectively highlight the effectiveness of fish reef
placements and promote use of fish reefs among fishery operators.
The author intends to continue actively presenting achieved results as part of multifaceted study and
analysis of the various circumstances of fish reefs as well as research on more advanced fish reefs that can
bring higher incomes to fishery operators.
*Fishing Grounds Development Department, Nagasaki Branch, Fisheries Infrastructure Development
Center
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